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lobal change involves the simultaneous and rapid
alteration of several key environmental parameters that
control the dynamics of forests. WC cannot predict with ccrtainty, through direct expcrimelitation, what the responses of
forests to global change will be, because WC cannot carry out
the multisite, multifactorial experiments required for doiilg
so. The physical extent, complexity, and expcnsc of even
single-factor experiments at the scale of the whole ecosystem
challenge our abilities, although several such experiments
have been succcssfiilly undertaken (e.g., lIeI,ucia et al. 1999,
Wright and k1sm~issen 19%). To inform policy decisions,
however, the scientific community can offer an interdisciplinary synthesis of existing information. When this synthesis
takes the form of 3 computer model, qnantitativc predictions can be made that integrate what has been learned from
single-factor cxpcriments. ‘I’hc success of such an ;lppro~lch
depends on the quality and completeness of the information
base and on the rigor of tlic modeling cffor-t.
The direst and secondary physiological dfccts of changes
in the physical and chemical climate 011 plants and soils are
rclativcly well known. We also know which priniary envroiimcntal drivers-}~reciF7itatioli, tcmpcraturc, and atmospheric concentratiolis of carbon dioxide ((IO,), ozone (O,),
arid iiitrogen (N), for csample-arc being altered by human activities, and wc can directly measure temporal chaugc
in these parameters. Ikspite this relatively rich information
base, predictions of future responses of forests to cnvironmental change show sigiiifcallt varidon. This is drrc in part
to diffcrcnccs between the mocicls of ccosystcm fun&on
diGcd from the esisting dutahasc ;1ni1 in part lo tiiffcr-erices
in iliin;ite sicnarios geiierntcd 11): the general ciririlation
moctcls ((GC:iLIs) i~sed t o prdict fiiturc climntcs. Uiicicrst,indiug hot11 ihc trend in pridiited iiit~ires 2nd lhc unccrlainties si~rrotiniling those trends is critical I O poliq
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formation. At this time, the major mechanism for dctermining the dcgrce of uncertainty in predictions is through
comparison of results from I-~111s of different models using
identical input parameters.
‘The puryose of this article is to review tlie state of prediction of forest ccosystem response to envisioned changes in the
physical and &mica1 climate. These results are offered as one
part of the forest sector analysis of the National Assessment
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of the Potential Cctnseq~iaxxs of‘ (Xmate Vxiability and
Chmgc; other contrilx~tions to this assessment appear in
this edition of I~~oSC~L~IIW. This article has three sections. The
first offers a wry brief rcviw of the literatrrrc on the eflccts
ofei~viroiimcntal factors on forest ecosystem function (SOIIIC
rcfcrences arc also iiiadc to changes in species composition,
but Hansen et al. /2001 ] provide a more complete discussion).
The second and largest part of the article is a summary of results from the \iegetation/Ecosystem Modeling and Analysis
Project (REMAP), an integrated effort to predict ecosystem
response to climate change. The third is a brief review of
other regional modcling efforts that have addressed climate
change or have Iooked at the possible effects of other coiiiponents of global change, using troposl~hcric ozone and nitrogen deposition as examples, or both.

All ofthc direct effects discussed in this article interact by affecting the cycling of carbon, water, and nitrogeii between
plants and soils (Figure I). These interactions are discussed
briefly at the end of this section.

Carbon dioxide. I!xperimental tree esposurc studies have
significant changes in physiological proccsscs, phenology, and growth under elevated CO,. The most consistent
effect is an increase in the rate of carboxylation by the photosynthetic enzyme system and a reduction in photorespiration (Long et al. i996), leading to increased rates of net photosynthesis and tree growth, at least in the short term (Eamus
shown

and Jarvis 1989, Hazzaz 1990, Long et al. 1996, Mohren et al.
I c)c)6, I<ozlowslti and I-‘allardy 1997). There is, however, only
limited evidence for direct tree growth responses to increased
CO2 (Jacoby and Darrigo 1997), the most recent being a
25% increase under conditions of continuously elevated COT
(560 ppm) for loblolly pine in the Duke free-air CO, enrichment (FACE) experiments in North Carolina (DeLucia
et al. 1999).
Two major questions arise from tree CO, exposure studies. The first is sustainability of increases in photosynthesis
and growth. Some longer-term exposure studies suggest
that down-regulation of photosynthetic rates (reduction
in carbon gain due to nutrient limitations or end-product
inhibition) occur over time (Long et al. 1996, Lambers et al.
1998, liey and Jarvis 1998), attributable perhaps to an accumulation of photosynthetic reserves (Bazzaz 1990). IMorphological changes in exposed trees could also account for
a reduced response to elevated CO? over time (Norby et al.
1992, Pritchard et al. 1998, l’joelker et al. 1998b). Declining
photosynthetic rates attributed to acclimation factors cm also
be a simple matter of water or nutrient stress imposed on
pot-grown seedlings where root growth is limited (Will
and Teskey I997a, Curtis and Wang I998), and at least one
major review (Saxe et al. 1998) found no convincing evidence
for domain-regulatiot7.
The second question concerns the influence of other limiting factors such as nutrients, water, and light on tree responses. Johnson et al. ( 1998) demonstrated the importance
of nutrient availability, showing that growth responses of
ponderosa and loblolly pine ranged from zero to more than
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lOOO%, depending on soil N status. Curtis and Wang ( 1998)
in a metanalysis of 500 11-w expmwc studies huiict that cat-bon gain increased an average of 3 1% uiidei- optimal conditions ancl only 1% with nutrient limitations.
Water use efficiency ( WUf!) is increased in CO-enriched
atmospheres, and reductions in water stress may be a significant response. While thcrc is still uncertainty whether
stomata1 conductance is decreased under elevated CO1
(Long et al. 1996, Will and Teskey 199717, Curtis and Wang
1998, Saxe et al. 1998), WUE will increase either with or without changes in stomata1 conductance. With constant conductance, the higher atmospheric (10, concentration incrcnscs carbon (C) upt;&e with con&ant water loss. If
conductance is reduced, a trade-off is cstahlishcd hetwecn
increased C gain (which is partially reduced by decreased
conductnnce) and decreased water loss (also reduced by
decreased conductance).
For light availability, a review by (Iurtis and Wang ( 1998)
suggested that low light conditions increased the rcsponsc to
elevated <XI2 from i-3 1 (%I to +52’%1, whereas a review by Kerstiens ( 1998) concluded that shade-tolerant trees show greater
growth responses to CO1 than do shade-intolerant species because of more efficient use of light, water, and nutrients.
Indirect effects of elevated CO, on trees and forests are likely
to be as or more important than their direct cffccts on photosynthesis. For example, elevated CO, can decrease N concentrations and increase nonstructur2 carbohydrates and
secondary metabolites, all of which can alter tree resistance
to pests and herbivores and influence rates of litter decomposition and nutrient cycling (Landolt and f’femiingei- 1997,
Roth et al. 1997, Cotrufo et al. 1998, Scherzer et al. 1998,
Williams et al. 1998). Elevated CO2 may also increase the
ability of some species to recover from herhi\iorc-iiiduced defoliation (I<ruger et al. 1998) and alter mycorrhizal root coonization and morphotypc in others (Codbold et al. 1997).
Many authors suggest that there is insufiicicnt information
to develop generalized predictions of ecosystem response to
elevated CO,; they suggest also that many responses are
species- and site-specific (Egli and Korner 1997, Berntson and
f3azzaz 1998, Ckxkshanlts et al. 1998, f<erstiens 1998, ‘I’jocll~cr
et al. 199%~).

ture and p~ecipit~tio~. Tcmpcraturc and
precipitation jointly detcrmiiie the large-scale patterns of
distribution and growth of woody plants (IHansen et al.
2001 ). liesponses to change in either ofthese variahlcs can be
positive or negative, because mponsc functions for most
physiological proccsscs are not linear hut asymptotic or hyperholic. For example, low temperatures affect trees and
ocher vegetation directly by limiting energy tar biochemical
proccsscs, decreasing mcml~~~ane pcrmcal~ility, and increasing the viscosity of protoplasm, whereas excessive tcmpcraturcs can denature or inaclivnte cri/ymcs and decrease ciirbohydratc pools through high respir-ation rates ((;ra~rmlich
dnd lirr~haker 1995, Kozlo\vski arid Pallai-dy 1997, Lamlx2rs et
al. 1998). Similarly, ticcot-ilp”sitioii ,md il?ii~er-;ili~atic,I-i rates

and plant root function are optimal when soil water content
is near field capacity; they decline as soils become either dry
or saturated (Linn and Doran 1984, Skoop et al. 1990, (:a~tro et al. 1995, Riley and Vitousek 1995).
While the temperature tolerance of a particular species is
often inferred from the northern and southern limits of its
geographic range (e.g., Brooks et al. 1998), other factors such
as water stress and interactions with competing species also
play a significant role in determining species distributions
(Loehle and LeBlanc 1996, Loehle 1998). Exposure to extreme events also has the potential to influence the survival
and growth of some species (I&sow et al. 1994).
There is evidence that both photosynthesis and respiration
in many plants adapt to changing temperatures (Lambers et
al. 1998), although the extent to which this happens under field
conditions remains a significant unknown in global change
research. Changes in air temperature in the autumn and
spring can also affect frost tolerance of tree needles ((hak et
al. 1998), and temperature also affects fruit and seed yields and
quality by influencing factors such as flowering, bud dormancy,
and ripening of fruits and cones (Kozlowski and Pallardy
1997).
The interaction of air temperature, soil water content, and
CO, concentration also produces effects. For example, growth
responses of boreal species to elevated CO, have been found
to increase with temperature (Tjoelker et al. 199813). Elevated COz-induced reductions in whole-shoot dark respiration and transpiration have been shown to ameliorate hightemperature stress on tree seedlings and to reduce the
susceptibility of dormant winter buds to freezing stress
(Wayne et al. 1998). The response of trees to intermittent
drought, and even the frequency of drought events, can be affected by the interactions among C02, transpiration, and
soil water content, as described in the previous section.
Increases in temperature also lengthen the growing season
in temperate or cold-deciduous systems. In regions where
drought stress is not important because of high levels of precipitation, or if increases in CO2 concentration increase water use efficiency and thus reduce water stress, longer grow
ing seasons could result in increased growth. Where drought
stress is important, a longer growing season may mean only
that plant respiration exceeds photosynthesis for a longer
time, which would result in reduced growth.This effect could
be augmented by the effect of temperature on vapor pressure
deficit. Increased temperature and changes in the range between minimum and maximum temperature can alter vapor
pressure deficit and thus alter water use efficiency and water
stress.
Differences in water content at different soil depths during dry periods can affect the relative impact of drought on
the net carbon balance. Goulden et al. ( 1996) reported that
a period of prolonged drought in midsummer in a mixed forest in central Massachusetts caused, through surface drying,
a larger reduction in microbial and root respiration from
soils than in F’hotosyiithesis, and hence an increase in net carhi storage relative to other years.
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Nitrogen deposition and ozone. Increased atmospheric
CO, is one important conscq~Ic’Im2 of human activity, and the
direct physiological cffccts and indirect climatic effects of
this increase arc the focus of current assessment activities.
I-however-, 1~u1~~a1~ activity is also altering the biogeoche1nistr~~
of other clenients and compo~iiids, which may significantly
modify ecosystem respnsc. ‘iko of the most wideapreacl
and important csainples
of this modiiicatiol~ concern nitrog e n a n d tropospheric
(iicar-grouncl)
ozone. The distribution and effect ofN and 0; are closely linked through the role
that oxides of N (NO,) play in the formation of ozone near
the F,arth’s

surface. We include these two change factors here

to indicate the potential for factors that lie outsidc the current
review process to affect forests.
Total N deposition in SOI~C parts of the United States has
increased as much as I O-fold over global ld~groLIIlci levels
as a result of human activity (Galloway 1995). The short residence time of reactive forms of N in the atmosphere relative
to CO2 results in a prono~1nced
regional distribution of dcposition. In the United States, deposition is highest in the
northeast and midwcst, although deposition can be high in
and around larger cities in western states as well.
Low availability of N often limits forest production in the
United States, and increases in forest growth iii rcsyonsc to
N deposition have been I-eportcd in Scandinavia and the
United States. Negative effects XC linked to soil acidification
XK~ cation depletion undcl- conditions of excessive nitrate
leaching. ‘I‘licsc are expressed as iinl~alances in the NmagIiesiuni
and calci~u7~:alumiI~un~ ratios in foliage and decreases
in net I-‘liotosyiitlicsis and tric’ 1growth (Schulze 1 W9, Abcr et
al. 1995).
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a ccmil~inatitm of biotic and abiotic proccsscs that rcniain difficult to predict or may be rclatcd to long-lerm patterns of forest IllaIlageIllcllt
and hLIIllall land USC (Aher et al. 1998).
Ozone is it secondary pollutant in the lower atmosphere rcsuiting niaiiily froiii the cornhustion of fossil fuels. Its formation requires the presence of nitqen oxides, simple hydroca~~lmis, and sunlight. Ozone is a highly reactive 31s with
a shoi-t hall-lift in the atmosphere. Important ozone events
arc linked to puiods whui warm, stqpmt nir masses rcmain over iicnsi~ly poplutd nntl highly industrialid regions
for cxtcnded pcriotls oftilne. ‘l‘hus 11112 distribution ofo%oIlC
ionccnlrations is vcr!’ irI-~gL~l~Ir i n sp:Ic~ ;incl t i m e . Scvcre
events

tend to occur

ihroLIghoLIt the eastcril

Uiiiied States dnd

in isolated western cities (e.g., Los

A~~geles) where conditions are most favorable for omnc formation.
Unlike N deposition, the effects of ozone on ecosystems are
direct and iniincdiate, because the primary mechanism for
damage is through direct uptake froni the atmosphere into
plant leaves through the stomata. Ozone is a strong oxidant
that danuges cell ImeInl~raI~es and reqLIires the plant to increase
its energy expenditures to repair these sensitive tissues. The
net cffcct is a decline in net photosynthetic rate.
Indices developed to predict tlic effects of ozone on plant
growth generally use a threshold value (such as 40 parts per
hillion j ppb]) helow which no dan~ige is expected to occLIr.
Several studies have shown that reduced photosynthesis and
growth an be r&ted to the accumulated dose of ozone
ahvc this threshold (Reich and AIIILI~&~~ 1984, Reich 1987,
Tjocllter ct al. 1995). Greater precision can be obtained by conv e r t i n g d o s e ( d o s e eq~ials the suni o f h o u r s tinies

concentra-

tion) to

actual uptake rates (Ollinger et al. 1997). It has been
s h o w n that the dcgrce to which photosynthesis is reduced is
a fimztion of dose and species conductance rates (the rate at
which gases are exchanged with the atmosphere by leaves).
Ikter-growing species have higher rates of gas exchange,
take up more ozone, and thus experience a greater reduction
in net photosynthesis (Reich 1987).

Inteructions.

The components of physical and chemical climate change described above c a n interact in either reinforcing or offsetting ways (Figure 1). It is crucial to begin to understand not only the direct effects of COz, oiione, temperature,
precipitation, and N and sulfur (S) deposition o n forests but
also the interactive effects of these strcssors.
For example, if canopy conductance in forests is reduced
in response to CO, enrichinent, then ozone uptake will be
reduced and the effects of this pollutant mitigated. L>rought
stress has a similar effect by reducing stornatal conductance. On the other hand, if N deposition increases N concentrations in foliage and so increases photosynthesis and
stomata1 conductance, then the positive effects of increased
photosyntlicsis
will bc partially offset by increased ozone up
take. Reductions in production ca~ised by ozone could
spud the onset of N saturation and the attendant development of acidified soils and strcains. These interactions,
anti cttlicrs that could be listed, underscore
the need to develop integrated imodels that c a n predict the effects of these
pollutant interactions.

of forest response to environmenThe coiuplexity ofcliiii~it~-~)rest interactions requires the use
of ~moclels to forccast ecosystem respnscs to environinental
clingy.
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‘l‘hc VegetationiIIcosystem
Modeling and Analysis Project
(VEMAP) was established to serve as a repository for information related to cliimtc change issues and as a vehicle for
coinparing several different m o d e l predictions of ecosystem
response to climate change. Syonsorcd by the Electric Power
Research Institute, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the US Department of Agriculture’s Forest Service-Southern (&)bal Change Program, VEMAP has dcvelaped a set of spatially and tcniporally
consistent data sets for
wise in global change analyses. Spatial data are rendered o n a
0.5” x 0.5” grid covering the coteminous 48 states at r o u g h l y
ii 50-kin resolLition. Climate scenarios are of two types. In tlic

phase of the progran~ (VEMAP I), equilibrium climates
wcrc derived for current conditions ( I X CO,) and for ;1 2 X
(10, environment. In the second phase (VEMAP 2), transient
predictions were made which involve important time lags and
feedbacks in the atmosphere-ocean system.
VEMAP has also sponsored sensitivity analyses and intcrinodel comparisons involving several niodels of ecosystem distribution and function. In VEMAJ’ 1, three biogcocltemistl-y
first

models

and three biogeograpliy

inodels were used separately

to predict changes in both ecosystetm distribution and function. The biogeography models LWXI included MAPS (Neilson 1995), RIOME (Haxcltinc and Prcnticc 1996), and
1>01;1’ (Woodward and Smith 1994, Woodward et al. 1995);
the three biogeochcmistry
models were TEM (Raich et al.
I99 I, McCuirc et al. 1992, M&lo et al. 1993), CENTURY (Parton et al. 1987, 1988, 1993), and RIOME-KGC (Hunt and
Running 1992, Running and Hunt 1993).
The biogeography niodels predict forest distribution, but
they do not calculate or only partially calculate the cycling
of carbon and nutrients within ccosystcms. The biogeochemistry niodcls simulate the carbon and nutrient cycles
within ecosystems, but they lack the ability to determine
what kind of vegetation could live at a given location (but xc
I laxeltine and Prentice 1996). The two classes of global niodels were colllpal-ed and loosely coupled i-or an asscssn1e11t 01
both niodcl capihilities and the potential impacts ofglol~il
warming on US ecosystcnis (VEMAI-’ meml,ers 1995). In
VElMAI” 3, efforts have been niade to combine the fiinctional

features of

cls, such that
changes in

the two types of models into single

feedbacks

procmxs

hctwecn

changes in species

modand

cm be predicted.

niatc is the primary force shnping the major physiognoniic features of lhe world’s vegetation
(Whittaker 1975, l>aubcnniirc 1978). Simple bionic distribution models based only on iiiean ann~ial precipitation and
temperature provide rcasonal~lc predictions of existing global
vegetation imaps (Woodward 1987, f’rentice 1990). IHowever,
the process-hased l~iogeogr~iphy inoticls used in VI~IMAl~ i arc
thought to rely less on contiitioiix-sl)ccitic
corrcl~~lions that
niight nol hold ~iiiciu- filturc cliimtc r-eginies, anti so thy inay
provide imore accriratc predictions outside o/‘ c~~i-rci~t

cliniate conditions. One notable feature of the newer models i s incorporation of the physiological effects of CO, which
produce profound differences in biogeographic responses to
potential future clilnates (VEMAP members 1995). These
niodels also couple vegetation processes with hydrologic
processes so that climate-induced
alterations in bothvegetation and water resources are addressed in a more integrated
fashion.
The VEMAP 1 biogeography models assulne that ecosystem devclopnient is limited by either energy (light, teniperature) or water (nutrients in sonic situations) and that bioniass and vegetation carbon content will increase until one of
these limitations is expressed. TIILIS, gradients in light and water will produce gradients in vegetation density and structure,
and the niodels require a process-based coupling of n fiill-site
water balance with the sinlulation of leaf area index (JAJ).
Iinergy-limited I>AI is either directly simulated via a photosynthesis calculation or through n relationship to the thermal
regime.
In each model, rules that determine the boundary hetwcen vegetation types and the characteristics of dominant
species are applied (e.g., broad-leaved or needle-leaved, evergreen or deciduous). The large diversity of species arc aggregated into these broad functional types. Despite these inprovemcnts, the VEMAI’ 1 biogeography lnodels are still
equilibriun~ based in nature, in that they sirmulate potential
natural vegetation, given a long-term average climate. Therefore, they do not capture the effects of interannual patterns
of climate variation. Some of the models (e.g., MAPS; Neilson 1995) do incorporate disturbance by fire but do not include land-use conversion from natural to managed (e.g.,
agriculture and plantation forestry) ecosystems, grazing, and
pestilcncc, which can further modify the aerial extent of bionics. Extrcnie cliniate events (e.g., occasional drought),
which can also play an iinportant role in vegetation distribution, also are not incorporated (Allen and Hoefstra 1990,
I<ingsolver et al. 1993).

iogeochemistry models. Biogeochemistry nlodels sinulatc the gain, loss, and internal cycling of carbon, nutrients,
and water using algorithms describing physical, chamical,
and physiological processes in plants and soils; they arc pranieterized according to life-form type. Coiiiiiion outputs include net primary production (NPP) and its distribution
among tissue types; net mineralization and uptake of nutrients; and the partitioning of precipitation between evapol-ation, transpiratioii, drainage, and storage.
The three VEMAP I biogeochemistry
models simulate
the effects of precipitation and increased CO? in different ways,
while all three realize the effects of teniperaturc
in similar ways.
ISIOMli-JIGC and TEM calculate the ratio of CO, outside and
inside the leaf ((,,/C:,) and USC it to alter rates of photosynthesis.
~~fFN’1‘1JI~Y
LISC‘S XI ~nrpirical constant in defining the effect
of (10, on photosynthesis.
Both RIOME-RGC and CEN‘I~i~RY~~rescribc d 20% reduction in conductance at 2 x CO,,
siniulatiiig a reduction in transpii-atioii; transpiration is uii-

affectetf by CO2 in ‘I‘EM. l~IC~M~-1IK and (XNI‘URY also
prescribe a 20% reduction in leaf nitrogen conccillratioii,
wllueas this value is determined by internal (::N bnlances in
‘I‘EM. In both IjIOME-13(X:
and (:EN’l‘liRY, net primary
production is a specified fraction of gross photosynthesis; ‘I‘EM
calculates respiration directly. Other importmt differences in
structure, requirements, anal predictions of the three biogeochemistry ~-IO&IS used in VEMAP I have been presented
elsewhere and are only summarized hricfly here (VEMAP
111e1111m3
1995, Pa11 et al. 19%).

all changes in forest area cover nearly the sane range as for
broad-leaved forests alone (Table 2), ranging from an increase of 23(X) in the MAR-OSU conlbination
to a decrease of 14(X) in the RIOME2-OSU and BIOME2-UKMO
comhiiiatioiis. These nationwide average values mask much
larger changes in p r e d i c t e d distributions of forests and forest types (VEMAP members 1995, Hansen et al. 200 I). These
predictions cover distributions of native vegetation types
only and in equilibrium with altered climate. Both transient
changes and the effects of land use are described below.

Cli~a te see

Predicted changes in forest productivity and
carbon storage. Under VEMAP I, all three of the biogeo-

~?os. The VEMAP 1 1mdc1s were run for
three contrasti
-liniatc-change scenarios generated hy three
different general circulation ~iiodels (Xddc 1). All three sccnarios represent equilibrium runs with mixed--layer OCC;IIIS that
include vertical exchange of heat hut no horizontal Iransport.
The three scenarios were selected to represent the range ofclimate change predictions mailable at the time of the Vl:M/\I’
1analysis. Spatial patterns in the predicted changes in ‘l‘ahlc
1vary between ~nocicls, and details are providccl hy VEMAP
members ( 19%). It slio~ild be noted that although predicted
changes in temperature and precipitation are outputs from
climate models, radiation changes arc simulated based on the
difference between maximum and niiniinum temperatures.
This has been shown to be an inaccurate apF7i-oximation lu&I- smmc conditions (Aher and Freuder
Table 1. Changes in mean annual precipitation and
temperature with a doubling o f CO, generated by
three AifjCerent general circulation models used f o r the
VEMAP 1 analysis: OSV, Oregon State University
[Schlesinger and Zhao 1989); GFDL, Geophysical
Fluids Dynamics Laboratory (Manabe et al. 1990,
Wetherald et al. 1990); VKMO, United Kingdom
Meteorological Laboratory (Wilson and Mitchell
1987).
Name
osu
GFDL
UKMO

delta T (“C)
i-3.0
+4.3
i6.7

Delta P (%)
+4
+21.
+I.2

chemistry models were run assunling either that borne distribution did not change or that biornes were redistributed according to the predictions cited above. The latter are
sun~marizcd here and include changes in both clinute and
(10,. liesuits for the coterminous 48 states were not partitioned
am&g vegetation types (‘falde 3). Among the Phase 1 biogcochanistry
ndels, RIOME-BGC is the Imost sensitive to
water stress aid predicts the largest net loss of carbon (nearly
40% with the BIOME2-UI<MO combination). The TEM
rmodel estimates the greatest enhancenlent
in productivity and
Lotal carbon storage among the three biogeochemistry
l-nodcls (as n~uch as a 3% increase in NPP and a 32% increase in
carbon storage with the MAW-OSU cotmbination).
CENTURY predicts i n t e r m e d i a t e NPP and C storage gains.
hmnary. The VEMAP 1 analysis offers a unique 3 x3 x 3

cross-model comparison (climate X biogeography X biogeocheinistry) that suggests the direction of the response to be
expected front terrestrial ecosystenls and the degree of LIIF
certainty, g i v e n the current uderstancling of clknate, vegetation distribution, and nutrient cycling captured in the various models. Overall predictions, expressed as the average of
all separate cliniate-model combinations (+/- 1 standard
error), wo~ild suggest that total forest area (2.0% +/- 3.48%)
and total carbon storage (2.05% +/- 3.85%) would remain
relntivcly constant while NW would increase significantly
(20.8?6, +/- 2.37%). As with the biogeography models, these
gross continental imeans iiiasl~ significant local to regional variation in response (see VEMAP members 1995 for a detailed
discussion).

ictions o n f o r e s t
2

VKMAP 2 adds two goals to the original project. The first is
to conihinc hiogcography and biogeocliemical
models in order to integrate responses in vegetation dynamics and ecosystem processes. The second is to develop and use transient
rather than static climate-change scenarios.

ography-biogeochemistry models.
‘i‘hc new generation of dynaniic general vegetation nlodels
(lX;\‘Ms) now i~imcrging as part of the International
(;eosi’l-icr-c-l~ic,spl-rere
Program (IGKP) and VEMAP 2
proccsscs wr~ple vegetation structure and biogeochemical

Results of VEMAP I biogeography model simulations for changes in land area covered by forest (coniferous,
and all forests) in the coterminous 48 US states, under control climate and three climate change scenarios.

broad-leuved,

Climate scenario for
Model

MAPSSS
DOLY
BIOME2

Control

0.8
0.8
0.9

Climate scenario for

coniferous forest9
osu
GFDL
UKMO

1.3
0.6
0.7

1.7
0.6
0.8

Control

0.7
0.5
0.4

Climate scenario for

broad-leaved
forest9
osu
GFDL
UKMO

2.5
2.3
2.6

2.8
2.3
2.6

2.1
2.6
2.5

2.2
2.8
3.0

osu

+23
-7
-14

all forest.@
GFDL

+20
+11
110

UKMO

-13
+2
-14

-..

Source: Adapted from VEMAP members (1995).
a. Values in 10” km>.
b . Values in percentage change In conifer and broad-leaved forests.

flr~xes niid silnulate dynamic changes in l-csponse

to chng~s

climate and ciist~~rhai~e rcgirnes (Ncilson and Running
I YYh, Foley ct al. I YY6, Friend ct al. 1 YY7,l )aly ct al. 2000). Altho~~gh more complete and intcgl-ated
than the VEMAP 1
models, the new IXXMs still lack important constraints on
ecosyslem change, such as soil development and seed dispersal.
Of these new models, MCI (a combination of the MAPSS and
(XN,N1‘URY models with a process-based fire model [ Ixnihan
et al. I YY8, I)aly et al. forthcoming]) arid LPJ (an extension
of I~IOME3) have been applied to the emerging transient
climate change predictions. However, quantitritive data from
only MC:\ were available for this payer.
in

Transient climate scenarios. ‘ILvo transient global climate models were used as input to the forest biogeography
and process models. The Canadian Global Coupled Model
(CGCM 1) has a surf& grid resolution of 3.7” x 3.7”, with 10
vertical atniosphcric levels and a monthly time step. Outputs
have been regridded to a daily

with a 0.5” x 0.5” grid resolution. The model LWS an increase
of CO, at a rate of 1 o/i, per year from 1 YYO levels to 2 100 and
in&&s sulfate aerosol inputs (ISY2d).
Both the Hadley and Canadian simulations used 18Y5 as
the initial year and ran to 1993 using observed increases in
greenhouse gases and sulfate aerosol. Greenhouse forcing
was increased at a rate of 1 o/o per year from the present to the
end of the 21 st century, an emissions rate roughly equivalent
to the IS92a scenario of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. The climate variables from each scenario were
averaged over their last 30 years of simulation to allow use by
equilibrium n~odels, such as MARS. These 30-year averages
approximate a 2 x CO1 scenario, although the GCMs were
clearly not in equilibrium at that time, having attained only
about 50% to 55% of their eventual temperature increase
(Gates et al. lYY6).
The two scenarios are quite different (Table 4), spanning
nearly the range of temperature change exhibited by the

Table 3. Results of VEMAP 1 biochemistry model simulations f o r changes in NPP and
total carbon storage. Results shown here are f o r the linked predictions in which the
redistribution of biomes f r o m the biogeography models are used as input, along with
altered climate and doubled CO, to predict NPP and C storage (VEMAP members 1995).
BBGC, Biome-BGC; CEN, CENTURY; TEM, Terrestrial Ecosystem Model.

Model
combination

Percentage change in total
annual NPP

Percentage change in total
carbon storage

osu

GFDL

UKMO

osu

GFDL

UKMO

BBGC

6lOME2
DOLY
MAPPS

i7.4
+5.6
+11..9

+21.7
1-20.1
s20.4

+0.4
-0.1
-0.7

-13.2
-18.1
-8.3

-9.5
-13.6
-13.9

-34.7
-36.4
-39.4

CEN

BIOME2
DOLY
MAPPS

i-11.3
+26.0
l-1 5.6

+18.4
+x.4
+29.2

+12.2
+14.7
120.3

-0.8
+9.8
+17.0

+12.6
+17.7
+20.4

-1.8
i7.8
-1.5

TEiV

BIOME2
DOLY
MAPPS

l-38.5
t39.0
‘37.2

+27.8
+33.2
+32.4

+11.9
+19.7
+32.3

+25.7
1-25.3
+32.2

0.0
+12.5
+I.7

I-27.0
-33.1
139.7
~-
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2030
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Figure 2. MCI-simulated change in vegetation distribution for 11 major vegetation types under two future climate scenarios.
upper Midwest. However, the Ha&y scenario shows increased precipitation over most of the eastern US forests, except along the Gulf coast and in southern Florida, while the
~:anadi;ln scenario shows large decreases in precipitation east
of the Appalachian Mountains, with as ~nxh as a 3O?h decline
in the Southeast, grading to a s~mll decline in New England.
130th models show the most warming over the continental intcrior, centered over the central Rocldcs in the Ha&y and over
the (irent Plains in the Canadian scenario.
the

ns forest biome redistribution. Prediciioiis fj.oni the MCI model using the two new tramient
ilimak scenarios (I+gure 2) are broadly consistent with the
previous qiiilihriuni simulntions 0l’VEMAP 1 as clescribed

forest ecotones may shift slightly upslope. It must be emphasized that
1941-1990 rrleans.
these model results rely on the increased watei--use eficicncy assumed
2025-2034
2090-2099
froni elevated CO1 concentrations.
Temperature
Precipitation
Temperature
Precipitation
Some early results of the FKE CXScenario
(“f-2
W)
(“C)
W)
perinient indicate that conifers may
not experience such iiicrcased W UE
HADCM2SUL
1.4
6
3.3
23
CGCMI
2.1
-4
5.8
17
(IkLucia et al. 1999). If that is the
case, then western forests co~ild be at
by IHansen et al. (2001 ). One significant area of disagrecconsiclcrably greater risk from moisture stress than these rcmerit is ii> the clcgrec ofconversion offorcsts to grasslmd and
suits wo~dd suggest (VEMAP members 19%).
sa\l~unna-~~ooclland in the eastern United kites. Under Lhe
(hadian scenario, MCI creates a larg but temporar-y exredicted changes in forest carbon storage. lied live
vegetation carbon storage within the coterniinous United
pnsion oi‘grasslands into the tempci-ate deciduous forest by
States (‘I’d~le 5) increases with all VEMAP phase 2 n~ocicls un20.30 (Figure 2), with reversion to forest occurring hy 2095.
der the Ha&y scenario. Under the Canadian scenario, all the
Smaller ureas ofgrasslaiid
and shrubland
persist throughout
hiogeochemical
models (TEM, CENTURY, BIOME-R(X)
the llasl. In contrast, MAPS (Hansen et al. 2001 ) predicts a
siniulatc gains in live vegetation carlmi over the United States
major cxpnsion of savanna and grassland in the southeastof approxinlately 3-14 Pg, but MC 1 sindntes a decline in vqcm United States. Another 1XXM from be VEMAI’ 2 models, LPJ, also prociuced conversions of southeastern forests to
etation carbon of about 2-4 Pg. T)tal carbons, live and dead,
s a v a n n a s u n d e r the Canadian scenario, but with LPJ, as with
largely mirrors the live vegetation responses in MCI. DyIMAPSS, they remain as savannas and grasslands.
namic vegetation type and dynainic fire simulation are the priUnder the Hadley scenario, MCI predicts no conversion 01
mary reasons for the different carbon responses of the two
southeastern forests, and all models (NIAPSS, MCI, IPJ) LIIIclasses of models (biogeochemical and DGVM).
der both scenarios prod~~ce forest expansions into the Uppa
The average gains and losses of carbon across the conterMidwest Prairie Peninsula in concert with the increased preininous United States mask regional changes (Figure 3). Uiicipitation in that region by die end of the 2 1 st century. Over
cler the Ha&y scenario, about 20% of current forest area co~dd
much of the eastern United States, expansions and contracexperieiicc sonic level of carbon loss, while the remaining 80%
tions of forest land must be considered provisional because
may exyeriencc increased storage (Figure 3a). Under the
of the dominant role of agriculture
Table 5. Changes in carbon storage for the coterminus United States in 2030 and
and other land uses in clctcrniiniiig
2095, as predicted by the VEMAP models using the two transient climate change
vcgctative cover.
scenarios described in the text. Baseline period is 1961-l 990. Changes are given
In the West, MCI procluccs confor forest vegetation, total forest carbon, all vegetation, and total carbon. Values
versions of shrub lands to trec-sminare expressed in Pg.
nas in California and other parts of
the Southwest undei- both scenarios,
Change in
Hadley
Canadian
and m increase in the 1~1.oacllcai~coillcarbon
Model
2030
2095
2030
2095
ponent of Northwest conifer forests.
The iniportance of arid lands is also
For forest
BBGC
3.9
11.1
2.9
8.5
greatly I-ccluced. All forest miic’s in the
vegetation
Century
0.5
3.1
0.3
3.0
\bkst shift ~ipsloyc under all siniulaTEM
3.2
9.0
2.3
10.5
MC1
0.7
4.4
-2.1
-2.3
tions. On sonic 1eiiiperatc mountain
ranges, cntirc alpine aid subalpine life
Total forest carbon
BBGC
3.3
10.7
2.0
7.1
zones coulci 1~ cliininated (I Ianseii ct
Century
0.2
3.2
0.2
3.2
TEM
2.8
9.3
2.0
9.8
al. 200 I). I Iowcver, lower elevation,
MC1
3.0
11.4
-4.8
-2.7
water-limited ecotones could shift up
or clown, dcpcnding on die overall rcFor all vegetation
BBGC
4.7
13.2
3.8
11.1
Century
0.4
3.3
0.2
3.2
oional
water balance. IJnder both the
c?
TEM
4.5
11.9
3.8
14.0
IHadlcy ad ~~;inadian scenarios, the
MC1
1.0
4.5
-1.7
-2.1
incrensid r,iinfall in Lhc Southwest
TOftZd
EBGC
4.1
12.9
3.0
10.2
tends io counter irtcrenscs in ii‘nrpi‘rCentury
0.3
3.5
0.2
3.5
JtLlre, diiii lowClcvdlioil czotoncs
IEM
4.8
14.4
4.4
14.9
eithci. remiiri si,iblc or shili downslope
MC1
3.9
'10.5
-0.9
-3.8
in some xc;is. Yet, with niocicr,lli” ~1i.y~
Table

ing ill

iiorlhem

Wdsliiiigtoii,

Io\vc‘i

100% decrease
75 - 100%
50 - 75%
25 - 50%
10 - 25%
I- 10%
No Change
:__:,I - 10%
10 - 25%
25 - 50%
50 - 100%
100 - 200%
> 200% increase
NA

for the period 2090-2099, as simulated by the MCI model
under two future climate scenarios.
much warmer Canadian scenario, MCI predicts that closer
to SO(%) of current forest area could experience drought-induced loss of carbon. Reductions iii carbon storage are cspecially severe in the eastern and southeastern United States,
where losses are predicted to approach 75% in some cases.
When results fmm MAPS runs under the ccpilibrium climate scenarios from VEMAP 1are combined with MC1 rcsuits from the two transient scenarios, there appears to be a
consistent trend in the relationship between higher tcmperatures under 2 x (:02 conditions and the fraction of forest arca
predicted to experience reductions in carbm storage (l:igure
4). Once again, these potentials for carbon loss and gain will
be nmdilied by land-use practices, especially in lhe East.

under both scenarios throughout the 2Ist century (Figure 5).
Under both scenarios, Gre is predicted to increase in frequmcy over most of the West, due largely to increased fuel
loads from increased precipitation. The eastern US forests do
not normally experience the severe fire regimes of the West
because of considerable summer rainfall and high humidity.
Under the Hadlcy scenario, fires remain an insignificant feature of eastern forests. However, under the Canadian scenario, several large fires begin emerging in the Southeast over
the course of the next three to four decades because of iiicreasing drought.
~:nrboii loss as a result of these fires is just the most extreme
response in the worst arcas, exacerbating large negative fluxes
attributable to drought. Vegetation carbon, simulated by
IMC~, in the oak-hickory forests drops by about 60% by
about 2040 and recovers by 2 100 to a level of only about
two-thirds present carbon density (Figure 3b). The Southeast
is not cspccted to experience quite as dramatic a carbon reduction from 61-e, but still loses about one-third of its vegetation carbon from drought stress by around 2025 and never
rccovcrs to 3 higher level. 13~ contrast, in the Upper Midwest
Prairie Pcninsuia, the frequency and magnitude of firm

I .o
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0.6 0.4 Slope = 17% / c
P = .03

0.2 0.0
I
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-
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-4

5 r_
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I

1900

Temperature increase (“C)
4. Area of currentforests, which is simulated to
undergo
drought-induced reductions in carbon density
under seven future climate scenarios as a function of the
s~~~~u~ated increase in tern ernture over the coterminous
United States at the time of equivalent 2 x CO, forcing
(near the middle to end of the 2lst century). Dots are
MAPSS simulations. Triangles are MC1 simulations.

decrease and the region gains in carbon density from increased precipitation. The fires simulated for the Prairie
Peninsula are, of course, overestimates hecause the region is
largely agricultural. Even so, the simulations do indicate the
degree of stress, or change in stress, for the region.

Trajectories and timing. At least one hypothesis emerges
across scenarios and ecological models from these collective
results. Early in any future global warming, while temperature
increases are still relatively modest, forests may be more yroductive and their storage of carbon may increase, in Part because of CO1 fertilization (Neilson and Drapek 19%). However, as temperatures continue to increase, the COL effect
may be overwhelmed by exponential increases in cval~c)transpiration or reductions in precipitation
or both. In the case
of reduced precipitation, thcrc c o u l d be a threshold response
resulting in a shift from increased productivity to a rapid,
ji.ouglit-iiicfuccd
dicback (e.g., MCI uiicfcr UXIVl I ), resulting in a release of carbon back to the atmosptier~, with iinplications for the climate. Areas potentially susceptible to
this arc the Pacific Northwest and the Southcast. This hypothesis 3ssuiiics a nioiiotoiiic increuse in both teinpcraturc
and precipitation. Howcvcr, as seen with both new, transient
scenarios, intcrdecadal variations in prccipit;ltioii can ovc‘rride the bcnclits of elevated (X1, or the negative impacts ot
elevated cvaporativc demand caused by higher tcmpcratures.
Under the (XKXVl 1scenario, vegetation decline, as siniLllated by MCI, begins almost innnediately
and continues with
increasing fir-c intensity and fqwiicy,
both iii the western and
eastern US forests, for about the next three to four clecades,
driven in part by decrcascd rainfall (Xlblc 4). liiomass corsumcd over lhc Uiiitcd Slates exhibits an incre:ising trend iii
hill

Sccll;lrios (Figure

5),h’giniliilg

with the initiation of‘the

scenario 3iid increasing to the end of’ the nc’xl century, l,ui with
hr more scvcrc fires in lhc Cinatli~iii scCnari0. Uridel- the
I iadlcp sci~n:irio, iircs also iqiu increasing almost iminctli-
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~ HADCM2SLJL
- - - CGCMI
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2000
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2050

2075

I
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Figure 5. Simulated (MCI) total biomass consumed by
fire over the coterminous United States under historic
and two future climates. Thefire simulations are for
potential vegetation and do not consider historic fire
suppression activities. However, grid cells with more than
40% agriculture have been excluded from the calculation
(Bachelet et al. 2001).

ately in the western United States, even though vegetation carbon density is simulated to increase over the entire United
States.

Water resources. Vegetation dynamics are tightly coupled with hydrologic processes, comprising n complex set of
interactions bctwcen vegetation water-use efficiency, soil
characteristics, snow dynamics, and climate (Dale 1997).
With increased temperatures, longer growing seasons, and
more leaf area, vegetation may transpire more water, even with
CO,-induced increases in w&r-use

efficiency, leaving less

runoff for irrigation or domestic uses.
l‘his complex interaction can be seen in MAPS predictions
for changes in LA1 and runoff averaged from the seven
VEMAP I static climate change scenarios. MAPSS predicts significant decreases in LA1 in the Upper Midwest, Great Lakes,
and northeastern
regions, with moderate increases in other
arcas (Figure 6; Neilson and Marks 1994). Loss of LA1 in the
North and East is great enough to r e d u c e transpiration, even
in a longr growing season, such that runoff increases. In
the Southcast and Grc;it Plains, very large fractional reductions in r u n o f f are predicted, in part lxcause of modcrate incrcascs in 1,Al. ‘1’11~ Ohio and ‘~cnnessee Valleys lie between
regions of decreased moisture in the southeastern United
States and regions of increased nloisture in the North, so the
prospects arc’ uncertain. ‘l%e entire Mississippi drainage basin
could see as m u c h as a 20?6 decrease in a n n u a l runoff, averaged across all scvcn model scenarios (with a range of t-2(%)
to -40(X)). Im~~licatictiis for shippin g, irrigation, and domestic water LISC’S woulti bc profound. ‘l‘he Northwest, (Xifornia,
x-id the (;re;lt liasiii could sc‘c large incrcascs in runoff, primarily in wiiilcr.
Iii ;iri’as with coiisider3blc suinincr rainf31, that is, east of
the Rocltics ,liid iii the Southwest, cti:iiiges in vegetation and

changes in runoff tend to hc negatively correlated (i.e., decreased vcgctation is associuted with increased runoff, and increased vegetation is associated with decreased runoff) (Figures h,7). In contrast, both vegetation and runoff are predicted
to increase in the West.
Runoff in the West is largely snowmclt
dominated and, L111der a global warming scenario, ~b renerally increases in the winter. With moderate warming, there is sufficient soil moisture
recharge such that, with a longer growing season, forest
growth may bc enhanced. However, with more pronounced
climate warming, runoff is likely to inireasc but forests may
still experience ctrought-induccc1l~~Ll~~~~
dicback because of the stress
of suniniertime miming.

her stressors a

eir inter-

‘I‘hcVEMAP program was designed to esnminc the effects ol
tcniycrature,
precipitation,
and CC), interactions on ecosystem distribution and function. OthcF individual models have
addressed these interactions as well, and 3 few have been developed to examine the other stressors not included in the
VEMAP exercise, such as N deposition and ozone. Those
nlodels summarized here have been applied regionally over
a subset of the contipous United States. Responses to N deposition and OXOIIC can be on the same order as responses to
climate change, suggesting that a complete analysis of forest
ecosysteni response to global change may need to include these
additional factors.

PnE7: PnET (photosynthesis and evapotrallspiration)

is an
uncalibrated model (that is, paranicters
are not calibrated) designed to simulate carbon, nitrogen, and water dynamics in
tamperate and boreal forest ecosystems. It has been tested and
applied at the stand and watershed (Aber et al. 1995, 1996, Abcr
and 1)riscoll 1997) and regional (Ollinger et al. 19%) scales;
the model has recently been cxtendcd to include the effects
oiozonc (Ollinger ct al. 1997). licgional applications include
estiniatcs of cliimate change and ozone cffccts for the north
eastern and southcasteru
United States.
For the northeastern
region, PnEl-II has been Llscd to
pi-edict the interactive effects of changes in temperature, precipitation, and 2 X C;O, (realized as a doubling of water-use
efliciency; Abcr et al. 19%). Predictions were n7adc using
older climate change scenarios (+ h”C:, -I 5% precipitation
f&r the northeastern United States). licsults for this region were
siniilai- to those obtained from the VEMAP mod&. Cornbining 311 three filctctrs completely alleviated water stress and
caused a 10~%~-20941 increase in production and an average 15(X)
decrease in water yield.
In the southcast, PnET-II was coimbined with the biogeographic niodel I>lS’l’lilli (Ivcrson and Prnsad 1998) to 3sscss
the iinpact 0fclirm;rte change on forest productivity and distrihution ,~rid the cconoimic impacts across the region (IMcNultv et al. 2000). Using the i IAIKM2SUI. clinutc scenario,
sorrthcrn pin, forest distril~utioil lv;ls prcdictcd to ImOVc
northwar-d into sorithcrn Illinois arid along the coast into

southern Pennsylvania. Productivity would also shift northward, with the largest increases in productivity occurring
throughout Tennessee. Although predicted total forest yroductivity increased within the region, parts of the southern
C;ulf Coast showed red~md growth.
The regional cffccts of ozone on forest production have been
predictal using P&T-II modified to include the distribution
of this pollutant throughout a forest canopy and its physiological effects on rates of net photosynthesis (Ollinger et al.
1998). Using ambient &mate and comparing the effects ofcurrent ground-level mo13e concentrations with a no-ozone
control, PnF,‘I’ predicted a 19616% reduction in NPP, and a
3%2 1% reduction in wood production for deciduous forests
XI-ass the Northeast under current ozone levels. Interesting
interactions between o~oiie and drought effects wcrc revealcd. Ozone events tciidcd to occur during times of high
teniperaturc and d-ought. Drought reduced stoimatal conductance anti licnce ozone uptake, providing partial protection against ozone effects. Ozone-induced reductions in
growth were highest in the southern part of the region where
concciitrations
were highest, and on soil with high water
holding capacity where drought stress was niinirmal.
In contrast, PnET predicts increased growth in response to
increases in N deposition, with increases in N leaching loss attenuated over a loiig period of time because of slow recycling
through soils. Effects of interannual
variability in climate on
N leaching-loss rates largely mask any progressive increase in
N losses over decadal time steps (Aher and Driscoll 1997).

TREGRO. TREGIIo is a detailed short-time-step model of
the physiological responses of trees to cliimate drivers and
ozone. Developed in conjunction with a set of intensive expcrimental
illaniyulatioIls
with seedlings and saplings, TKEGlib has been calibrated for application to several different
forest stand conditions.
Initial experiments
and model design were conducted with
seedlings of red spruce which, as a low-conductance species,
shows relatively little response to ozone. Initial runs predictcd only an 8% reduction in growth with 3 X ambicntozone treatnient (at Ithaca, NY, l.aurcnce et al. 1993). Weinstein and Lanai (1994) used TIIECIXO to predict that the
interactive effects of ozone stress and magnesium deficiency
would be less than the sum of the individual stresses. lietzlafi
et al. ( 1997) applied ‘I’liEG110 to a IhO-year-old maple tree
in Ithaca, and again showed that a 2 x current-ozone treatmcnt (Ithaca, NY) results in only a 4% reduction in total carbon gain.
In 3 regional assessment of two different types of pi&rosa
pine, Constable and ‘l’aylor ( 1997) showed a linear decrease
in net photosynthesis
with increasing exposure (ppm per
hr); the slower-growing type with lower stomata1 conductance
was less af&ted. A rclatcd study, focused m conditions in Corvailis, Oregon, tested the conibined effects of CO, (imorc
thaii 200 ppni), oxo~~c (increased by 0.5, 1 .O, and 2.0 X current Icvel), and temperature (+4”C). CO, alone increased
growth l-iv 9%), temperature alone by 1X4, and both con-

a.

50.75% Decrease
2530%
1 O-25%

l-10%

-. No Change

l-10%

I O-25%
25-5096
so- 100%
IOO-200% Increase

b.

Water Basins
I New England
2 Mid Atlantic
3 South Atlantic-Gulf
4 Great Lakes
5 Ohio
6 Tennessee
7 Upper ississippi
8 Lower Mississippi
9 Souris-Red-Rainy
10 Missouri
11 Arkansas-White-Red
12 Texas-Gulf
13 Rio Grande
14 Upper Colorado
I5 Lower Colorado
16 Great Basin
17 Pacific Northwest
I8 California
@,I runoff by the MAPSS model over seven future
w c(~t~r~~~irzo~s United States. See Figure 7for mean and

lowing cxtrcnic ozoii~ events was also included. Under these
conditions, this combination of models was ruii for 5 years
( 1988-1992) using ambient climate and ozone data. Significant reductions in leaf area were predicted in high ozone )cars
(especially 1988 and 1992). Total stand respiration was increased by about 6?41 aid net photosynthesis was reduced by
about 10%. Loss of stomata1 control resulted in an increase
in evapotraiispiration
of nearly 18% and total wood production was reduced by about 6%.
ITE Edinburgh model. This model, developed by ThornIey and others, is a very short time-step ( 10 minutes), detailed
physiological model of the effects of environmental drivers on
plant physiology. In one application for forest plantations in
the United Kingdom, the model was applied to test the interactive effects of changes in CO, and temperature over two
forest rotations (Tlio~~~iIey and ?~annelI 19%). Kcsults are
similar to those reported above for other temperate humid hrest systenis. A n i n c r e a s e i n t e m p e r a t u r e alone (+3”(Z) resultcd in increased water stress a n d reductions in growth. Increasing CO2 alone removed all water stress and increased
growth. Increased CO, in N-rich sites resulted in increased LAI,
and on N-poor sites, in increased root production. Increased
CD2 also ~-educed conductance and so reduced transpiration, increasing water yield. Nitrogen leaching losses were
also predicted to decline. Overall, the combination of increased CO2 and temperature was predicted to increase forest production.
across seven future climate
scenarios of change in (a) LA1 (leaf area index) and (b)
runoff by the MAPSS model for the 18 USGS water
resource regions within the coterminous United States
(see Figure 6). Regions 5-8 and 1 O-l 1 have been
summed to provide an indication ofpotential change
over the entire Mississippi drainage basin, designated 19
in the figure.

hincd by 49?b. The three levels of ozone i-educed growth by
I ?h, 1 WI, ailcl 39%, respectively. I n c r e a s e d C O , r e d u c e d
conferi-cd
some protection
from omnc. The combined sel of niaximuni treatments rt’sdted in 3 ncai-ly neutral effect on growth.
sto~~iatal conductaiice and heiice

has lmm

;ipplied

to the question ol‘ozonc

eficcts

on NPP for

southern pint forests (Luxmoorc ct al. Ic)97). The modcling
structure involves an hourly time-step physiology model
(U’I’M) which calculates water and carbon Minces and is
Ii~iIwd to the FOliEl‘ model oftrce competition and growth.
I~stiniatetl tree growth is convcrtcd to site in&s v;iIucs, which
a r c Lhcn used t o drive tlic li)rcst n~an;~ge~ircril model
(i”l’/\l:Ihv).

Unanswered questions
and future research
Although many basic physiological relationships between
climate change and plant growth have been addressed since
the inception of the national global change research program in the early 19c)Os, understanding of the interactions between stresses on individual trees, and especially on multiple
cnvironniental
stress iiitcractions at the forest level, is still very
limited. Specific examples include the interaction
between atmospheric CO2 and soil water and nutrient limitations on forest productivity, carbon sequestration, and species coinposition; the interactions between CO2 and tropospheric 0,3 on
plant water-use efficiency; the migration rates of tree species
under climate change; the rate of ecosystem establishment LIIIder climate change; and improved integration of forest process
models that are used to predict future conditions.
In addition to increased understanding of the mechanism
associated with climate change impacts on forests, improved
;md enhanced emphasis needs to be placed on long-term
monitoring of forest composition and growth. These databases
are critical to accurately developing the baseline from which
future scenarios are calculated, and for use in validating
model prediction of current conditions. A combination of perni,\iierit ground-based forest monitoring plots and irnyrovcd
remote sensing technologies co&1 be instrumental in char2cteriring future US forests.

Con~p;md with 01&r, static G(ZM runs, the IICWCI’, dynamic climate sccliarios i~sed in this ~scssmcnt
pi-edict ;I
smaller increase in average US tempcratiire during the next
century. I~iogeochcmic;tl nioclel algorithms incorporutc the effect ofclcvatcd atmospheric CO2 into the niodcls through increased water-use clticiency or other niechanisnis. Gcnerally, these conditions result in mm productive forests across
the United States. I,ooking across a wide range of scenarios,
it appears that modest warming could rcsult iii carbon gains
iii most forest ecosystems in the cotcrniintls Unit4 States.
However, undu the warmer scenarios, forests in the Southeast and Northwest co~~lc~ experience drought-induced losses
of carbon, possibly through enhanced fire frequency and intensity. MLI& ofthe incrcascd forest growth and carbon storage is based on incomplete or iintcstd n~dcl integration bctwcen cliniutc, forcst vcgctation, uiid soil interactions. I:or
cxaniplc, if there is no long-turn (10, fertilization cffcct,
then model pdictions of a greener w&t are likely to hc in
crsor.
Potential gains and losses of carbon in some regions will
be subject to land use patterns, especially conversions bctween forests and agriciiltiiral use. Ciirrcnt land-use patterns
will also affect the expression of disturbances
such as drought
and fire. There may be opportunities for carbon sequestration
in SOIIIC regions currently under agriculture, such as the Uppa- Midwest. However, such conversions must bc considered in the context of regional water resources which could
be reduced if the full potential for carbon gain is allowed.
Even if US forests become more productive over the next
century, there will very likely be a transitional period which
could include increased fire, plant, and aninial displacement
(Hansen et al. 200 1 ), as well as changes in the economic fol-cst base (Irland et al. 2001). Fires are predicted to increase in
the interior dry forests and parts of the Northwest under
both transient scenarios. Under the Canadian scenario, fires
coultl become a very significant fcaturc of eastern US forests,
dthough current h-duse patterns could limit fire spread.
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